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The publishers of this journal believe Ameri-
cans of Scandinavian birth or extraction, having

derived from nations with a history of centuries
of devotion to democratic ideals in government.

have an obligation to further those ideals in
America.

.

America: honesty, thrift, industry, intelligence,
tolerance. religion. -

:: a at

Possibly we are over-ambitious, but we hold
closely to another thought.

Euro?e. is one of the battle scenes of a titanic
world struggle. Not even the Thirty Years War
left such tragic consequences in its wake as the
ruin already wrought by the present war.

The continent to which most Americans trace
their origins is looking for a way out—not merely
a way out of this war, but a pathway to a new
world of peace.

Perhaps this paper might be permitted the
suggestion that these troubled peoples study the
peaceful record of the Scandinavian peoples, their
development of the democratic idea in govern-
ment and neighborly behavior extending back for
centuries.

Just now. it is true, the situation in Finland is
choatic after trying times: Norway and Denmark
are still under the iron heel of a ruthless invader.
But no one doubts that. in the end, these nations

will be liberated to rebuild and take their places

in the great family of democratic nations.

_THE SCANDI NAVIAN AMERICAN

Of the five Scandinavian groups in the
Pacific Northwest ——~ Norwegians, Danes,
Swedes. Finns and Icelanders—only two, the
Norwegians and the Swedes, are represented
by newspapers printed in the Northwest in
their native languages. It has always seemed
to the publisher, a native of Sweden, that all

five Scandinavian peoples, particularly the
younger generation, should be provided with
a common meeting place, 'where, in English
as a common tongue, they could keep alive
the fine traditions of their native lands and
merge them into the ideals of America. We
believe that so long as Danes, Finns, and Ice-
landers are not provided with seats at the
table. the family gathering is not quite com-
plete.

Believing there is a field for such a jour-
nal, the Scandinavian American has been es-
tablished. We hope this initial number will
meet with approval and offer sufficient
promise to persuasively invite your support
and your suggestions concerning the further
development of its value and usefulness in
its chosen field.

Scandinavians in the State of Washington and
in the whole Pacific Northwest feel a special pride

and sense of civic duty. because from pioneer
iimes their brain and brawn have contributed so
g'ieatly to this region's development.

At the present time this feeling of obligation is
greatly heightened because not only does an
American of our blood sit at the head of our
state government. but two others. likewise Scan-
dinavian in origin. are participants in our high-
est expression of people's rule—the Congress of
tire United States. We refer to Governor Mon C.
\K'allgren. whose father was born in Sweden and
whose mother is American-born of pioneer Nor-
uegian and Danish parents: United States Sena-
tor Warren G. Magnuson. of Swedish descent. and
Henry M. Jackson. Representative in Congress,
whose racial roots stem in Norway.

The decision was not easy for Mr. Wallgren
«a ten he consented to give up his position of great
influence in the L'. S. Senate to become Governor
and thus devote his talents more intimately to the
people of his state. But it should be easy for
Scandinavians to give him their undivided sup-
port. just as they should loyally support Mr.
Magnuson and Mr. Jackson and all others gen-
uinely devoted to the interests of the whole Amer-
ican people.

With a will for complete victory and a lasting
peace. and with three high leaders of our blood
in this state. men who have proved their states-
rmnship, their humanity. their understanding of
the perplexing issues of the day. Scandinavians
can go forth pridefully to make themselves an
even more intimate. effective and patriotic part
of America.

This brings us of the Scandinavian-American
to realization of a sense of personal obligation.
We hope to make this paper exert a modest force
toward linking even more closely the high tradi-
tj-Jns of the Scandinavian peoples with the glori-
ous human advance in America.

Perhaps Scandinavian; have been a bit narrow.
-—-boundary-conseiouz. let us say Let’s sweep
these ancient indearies aside in spirit.

The oldest exieting parliament is that of Ice-
land, where parliamentary gm‘ernment has lived
a thousand unbroken rats.

’

Peoples' rule has been the rule of the people
in other Scandinavian countries for centuries.,

Snyder: and Norway settled the questions of
Sovereignty and boundan without ?ring a shot.
because their people believed in the democratic
principle.

Norway. Sweden. Denmark. Iceland. Finland.-
all have made great contributions to science, to
literature,tomusicandthearts;andtheyhaw
developed those Iimple homely virtues which. h
turn. have nude such a valuable contribution to

LINDBERGH AND ERICSSON
What has become of Lindbergh?

The great ?yer was last reported on a mission
connected with our war effort in the Southwest
Pacific. Wherever he may be, it is safe to say he
is doing something useful and important.

Lindbergh and Ericsson are two Scandinavian
names we in America immediame associate with
epochal developments in modern warfare; with
America's ability to fight winning wars.

Ericsson's invention of the principle of a revolv-
ing gun-turret on an iron-clad ship immediately
junked the wooden navies of the world: more spe-
cifically. it probably determined the course of our
Civil War. The inventor} contribution. the Moni-
tor—the “cheese-box on a. raft"—came in the nick
of time. Washington was in panic. under dire and
imminent threat of destruction. The Monitor end-
ed this. renewed confidence in the North. and en-
abled the Lincoln government to remain in Wash-
ington to direct the fight which won in the end.
Who can say what might have happened without
the benefit of John Ericsson's idea?

Lindbergh didn’t invent the airplane; but the
boldness, the sheer audacity of his Paris solo
flight hastened the advance of air science beyond
any measure which could be applied with certain-
ty. In the thirty-three hours he was in the air
alone the airplane was changed from a barn-
storming. county-fair plaything into one of the
brightest. most dazzling chapters in the human
storv.

At the time of Lindbergh‘s epochal ?ight the
airplane had been made in man's workshops for a
quarter century: but before it could quit being
a "contraption" and become a tool. it had to be
“made" in man‘s mind.

‘Slun" Lindbergh did it.

Later there was tragedy in his life. both private
and public. Greed never had a more shining ob-

Ject to destroy with its blighting touch. But most
of U5 will believe it failed: that Lindbergh still
has a great deal to contribute to America.

THOSE ”DECISIVE" BATTLES
Add to 1944‘s roll of tragedies the “mortality"

of radio commentators and military “experts" in
general. Of course. they haven't actually died and
they are still on the job.

But the wrong-guessing has been stupendous.
Commentators' batting averages are so low indeed
that in their round-ups at the close of the year.
many of them had to fish in year-old files to-dig
up prophecies which they hoped their "public"
had forgotten and which were abdut as danger-
ous to their reputation and important to the world
as if they had prognostiated it would rain on

some more or less uncertain date during Seattle's
winter season.

It's a tough game, no doubt. No one expects
these pundits to be perfect. We COULD hope they
would be less pontifical.

In military wars there is only one safe guess.
You can't be sure of winning until you see the
other fellow being carried out of the ring feet
first while his manager shouts “We wuz robbed!"

The best rule in war is to count your losses. let
the enemy lie about his—and keep on fighting.

A word heard perhaps more than any other in
these “expert" articles and broadcasts is the term
“decisive.”

There is only one decisive battle in a war: the
LAST one.

Mere magnitude of a struggle is deceptive.

It is conceivable that. given two opposing forces
of say. five million men each, well led, well armed.
with neither having marked advantage of supply
and terrain, they could slug it out, fight back-and-
forth battles of attrition. until the “decisive"
phase would be reached with each side having a
decimated regiment. three machine guns, a trench
mortar—and, oh, yes—a typewriter with the let-
ters making up that magic word “decisive" worn
down to the second bend of the type bar.

This is overdrawn. to be sure. It is meant to be,
in the hope some columnist or expert or commen-
tator will read it and decide to be less decisive in
the new year.

Tho writer likes to read and listen to them‘

DID CHURCHILL FORGET SOMETHING?
Thanks to radio. the world knows VVinstnll

Churchill to be able to get off a mighty gOOd
speech when occasion demands—«and sometimes
when it doesn't.

His reader audience is not so large. but millionsin Britain and a considerable number her? In

America have known him to turn out some ex-
amples of most enjoyable literature.

He has painted pictures which his enthusiasts
say are better than good: but of course we
wouldn‘t know. because we haven‘t seen one uf
them~and if we had. we‘d still not know.

Winnie's income always having been somewhat
above the subsistence level. he didn't have to learn
to be u stunemason; yet he did—because he want-
ed to built a wall around the grounds of his coun-
try seat. (It is likely he built it plenty high”

Which. we hope. will convey the idea the Prime
Minister is a rather versatile Briton.

But there is one thing he seems to have omitted
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